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Letter From The Editor
With this inaugural issue of the Homeland Security Monitor, the Homeland
Security Committee launches its effort to keep committee members informed of
homeland security developments – judicial, legislative and administrative –
through the periodic publication of articles from committee leaders and others.
The frequency of publication will depend on the number and importance of relevant
events.
This first issue contains most of the developments that will appear in the Section’s
annual developments book later this year or early next year.
Readers are encouraged to contact the Committee leadership with proposed articles and
suggestions for articles.
We hope you find this publication informative and useful in your practice and look
forward to bringing you the latest administrative and regulatory law news in homeland
security.
Bill Morrow

2003 Administrative Law Conference
Mark your calendar so you do not miss these great programs at the New Washington Convention Center.
To register visit http://www.abanet.org/adminlaw/conference/2003/home.html.

Remarks by Joe D. Whitley, General Counsel, DHS
Friday, November 7, 2003
6:30pm – 9:30pm

A New Frontier in Regulatory Policy: Cost Cost-Benefit Analysis and
National Security
Thursday, November 6, 2003
10:45am – 12:15pm
The rhetoric and practice of cost-benefit analysis has had a major impact on almost every area of economic
and industrial regulation. Lawyers and policymakers must now consider the role of cost-benefit-analysis in
shaping national security policy. The application of a cost-benefit paradigm to national security policy
raises pressing questions. How does cost-benefit analysis currently play a role in homeland security or
foreign policy decisions? How should costs and benefits be defined in national security policy? How
should government measure these costs and benefits? How should cost-benefit analysis play a role in
decisions where the executive branch has considerable discretion? The panel offers perspectives from
government, practice, and academia on these timely questions.

the rules such as those on confidentiality of Customs reports to reflect the newer
organizations and roles.
Coordination
Coordination with local government as well as its first responders will be
essential to the success of the new federal effort.The Department is faced with
high expectations among local officials and its delayed start on grant and
contract payments caused some initial concern. Because federal disaster
planners were included into the new Department when FEMA was absorbed, the
Department will hopefully have the nucleus of goodwill and expertise from which
to interact with states at the time of terrorist attacks.
Personnel Matters
Some of the early litigation dealt with the federalization of the previously private
contract employees, who provide screening service at airports and whose roles were
taken over by the DHS Transportation Safety Administration under the Aviation
Transportation Safety Act of 2001. The Department is likely to encounter a wide variety
of personnel-related litigation, in part because of the consolidation of subordinate
agencies, and in part because of its new statutory authorities for the administration of
labor relations.

Court Upholds Alien Detention Without Bail
By Brian E. Foont, Senior Counsel, US Airways, Inc.
Two years ago the U.S. Supreme Court addressed the issue of post-final removal
order detention in Zadvydas v. Davis, 533 U.S. 678 (2001). In that case, a divided court
held that detention following a final order of removal was subject to an implied
reasonableness standard to ensure the alien’s presence at the time of deportation. The
Court further held that habeas corpus relief is available to detainees when the duration of
detention becomes unreasonable. Finally, the Court held “for the sake of uniform
administration in the federal courts” that six months is presumptively reasonable, but
beyond that, if the alien makes a showing that there is no reasonable probability of
removal within the foreseeable future, the government must rebut that evidence. In
DeMore v. Kim, 123 S. Ct. 1708 (2003), the Court addressed the related issue of
detention pending a final removal order.
The respondent in DeMore, Hyung Joon Kim, a citizen of Korea, arrived in the
United States in 1984 at the age of six and became a lawful permanent resident of the
United States two year later. In 1996 he was convicted of first degree burglary in state
court in California. Thirteen months later he was convicted of petty theft with priors and
sentenced to three years in prison. The day after his release, he was taken into custody by
the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) on the grounds that his second
conviction qualified as an “aggravated felony” which made him removable, i.e.,
deportable, from the United States. A little over three months later Kim filed a petition
for a writ of habeas corpus in the District Court for the Northern District of California in

which he argued that his detention without bail violated his due process rights under the
Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
The district court held the provision of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996 providing for detention of certain deportable aliens, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1226(c), unconstitutional on its face. Kim v. Schiltgen, 1999 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 12511,
at *25 (N.D. Cal. August 10, 1999). The court, therefore, granted Kim’s writ of habeas
corpus, but only to the extent that it ordered the INS to hold a bond hearing. In lieu of
that, the INS released Kim on $5,000 bond, but simultaneously appealed the district
court’s decision to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. The Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals narrowed the district court’s ruling holding that while 8 U.S.C. § 1226(c) is
constitutional, it is unconstitutional as applied to lawful permanent residents. Kim v.
Ziglar, 276 F.3d 523, 526 (9th Cir. 2002).
In the appeal that followed, however, the Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals. Focusing on the Ninth Circuit’s narrowing of the unconstitutionality to
lawful permanent residents, the Court, in oral argument presented the question regarding
the distinction of lawful permanent residents to counsel for the petitioner who responded,
“The statute makes no distinction.” DeMore v. Kim, Oral Argument, 2003 WL 147701,
*29 (January 15, 2003). The Court clearly agreed as, despite the dissent’s assertion that
the Court ignores precedent upholding the rights of lawful permanent residents, the
subject is not even addressed in its opinion. The implied result, as noted in the Court’s
decision is that “[i]n the exercise of its broad power over naturalization and immigration,
Congress regularly makes rules that would be unacceptable if applied to citizens.”
(Quoting Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U.S. 67, 79–80 (1976)). Thus, if Congress chooses to
ignore the differences between lawful permanent residents and other aliens, that is within
its power. The Court further held, citing one hundred and six year old precedent, see
Wing v. United States, 163 U.S. 228 (1896), that detention pending removal proceedings
serves the purpose intended by Congress of ensuring availability of the alien for the
proceeding and noted that, in contrast to the post-removal order detention addressed in
Zadvydas, the period of detention has a determinable end, and is generally far shorter
than the period that was determined to the presumptively acceptable under Zadvydas.

TSA’s New (and Not so New) Security Measures
By William S. Morrow, Jr., General Counsel, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Commission.

CAPPS II
The coordinated simultaneous hijacking of four commercial aircraft from three major
airports demonstrated the serious shortcomings in our nation’s air transportation security
system in the days leading up to September 11, 2001. Congress responded swiftly with
the Aviation and Transportation Security Act. Pub. L. No. 107-71, 115 Stat. 597 (Nov.
19, 2001). Much of the Act concentrates on improvements to airport security personnel
and technology. But one key provision, section 136, amends 49 U.S.C. § 44903 by
adding subsection (i)(2)(A) to mandate the prescreening of passengers through “the
Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening System, or any successor system.”

